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You can live the dream
right on Hurtle Square

THIS has been a year of great
disruption accompanied, however, by a growing optimism in
South Australia as we reflect on
how fortunate we all are to be
living in a bountiful, safe state
with Adelaide acknowledged as
a progressive city with increasingly enviable lifestyle and career opportunities.
Colonel William Light’s city
in a park was a truly inspirational vision for the city of
Adelaide, and we all are beneficiaries of that aspiration.
So, too, are the five city
squares created to ensure the
growing city would provide
landscaped open green spaces
for recreation and enjoyment
by city workers and residents.
Hurtle Square/Tangkaira, in
the highly desirable and tightly
held residential southeast corner of the city, has long been
recognised as the preferred location by generations of city
residents for its leafy quiet
neighbourhood character while
only a short walk to the buzz of
the CBD, the Central Market
and the peaceful ambience of
the parklands.
Hurtle Square apartment living has been enthusiastically
embraced by city residents attracted to two new residential
buildings by Forme Projex. The
third exciting building has just
been completed with residents
moving in for their first Christmas in the city.
Urban planners praise the
merits of a walkable city lifestyle
and the sense of community
that is shared when you interact
with neighbours in the street,
the coffee shop, the market, the
gym and particularly for single
people whose lives are enriched
by these daily connections.
Hurtle Square apartment living has proven successful in providing not only a safe place to
call home but has created a new
community bonded by a shared
interest in the apartment buildings they live in, the park at their
doorstep and the many cafes,
restaurants and countless am-

The spectacular view from Hurtle &
Co overlooking Hurtle Square and,
inset, the stunning facade of the
apartment building.

enities within walking distance.
Forme Projex has a commitment to bringing new residents
to Hurtle Square by providing a
home that offers an affordable,
sustainable,
well-considered
quality design that ensures a
safe and enduring lifestyle.
Directors Andrew Hudson
and Craig Holden not only “talk
the talk” but “walk the walk”
and have both chosen to live in
apartments in Hurtle Square as
testament to the personal commitment they bring to all of
their boutique residential projects and also a genuine appreciation of the lifestyle benefits that apartment living in
Hurtle Square offers.
In spring, Halifax Street is a
boulevard of purple jacarandas
and the garden beds of flowers

in Hurtle Square bloom. Multicoloured parrots, magpies and
corellas are in abundance as
there are many varieties of trees
attracting birdlife. Victoria Park
and the south parklands are but
moments away, providing a
peaceful, relaxing open space
for recreation and exercise.
On your morning walk there
are multiple opportunities to
meet friends for that first coffee
after the gym. Is it Coffylosophy, Cibo or Ballaboosta along
Hutt Street or Seoul Sisters in
Halifax Street.
For lunch, is it Italian at La
La La with Marco, the Greek on
Halifax with Mary or the Seven
Stars Hotel with Tom? Then,
again, there are countless choices all on your doorstep including Maria at Chianti, Federico

and Melissa at Etica, or Stephen
at +82 MiMi, Jacquie at the Hutt
Street Pharmacy, Richard the
Bootmaker and Gianetto at
Queen of Tarts. All become an
integral part of your new life in
Hurtle Square.
A further contribution to the
enhancement of life on Hurtle
Square is a new cafe opening in
early 2021, providing a meeting
place for residents. The new operators are experienced cafe
business owners who have welcomed the opportunity to bring
their team to enjoy the unique
park front location.
The cafe will doubtless become the hub not only for the
Hurtle Square community but
for established city clientele. As
the apartments are pet-friendly,
residents and their dogs are

often sharing shaggy dog stories
in the park and soon over coffee
at the new cafe.
So if you, with or without
your dog, are looking for a new
home Hurtle Square/Tangkaira
“The Forest of Dreams” awaits.
Oh, and by the way, the
South Australian obedience dog

club meets in the South Parklands each day for those of you
who are contemplating welcoming a new dog into your life.
Further information is
available by visiting
hurtleandco.com
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